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ABSTRACT
The semiempirical BFS method for alloys is generalized by replacing experimental input with first-
principles results thus allowing for the study of complex systems. In order to examine trends and
behavior of a system in the vicinity of a given point of the phase diagram a search procedure based
on a sampling of selected configurations is employed. This new approach is applied to the study of
the/_ phase of the Ni-A1 system, which exists over a range of composition from 45-60 at. % Ni. This
methodology results in a straightforward and economical way of reproducing and understanding the
basic features of this system. At the stoichiometric composition, NiA1 should exist in a perfectly
ordered B2 structure. Ni-rich alloys are characterized by antisite point defects (with Ni atoms in
the A1 sites) with a decrease in lattice parameters. On the Al-rich side of stoichiometry there is a
steep decrease in lattice parameter and density with increasing A1 content. The presence of vacan-
cies in Ni sites would explain such behavior. Recent X-ray diffraction experiments suggest a richer
structure: the evidence, while strongly favoring the presence of vacancies in Ni sites, also suggests
the possibility of some vacancies in Al sites in a 3:1 ratio. Moreover, local ordering of vacant sites
may be preferred over a random distribution of individual point defects.
During the last decade, there has been tremendous progress in the development and implement-
ation of several theoretical tools for the analysis and description of metals and their alloys Each one
of these techniques, mainly first-principles approaches (i. e. those which require only the identity of
the constituent elements as input [1]) and semiempirical methods (i. e. those which require various
degrees of experimental information as input [2]), are somehow limited in their range of applications
in that they either involve prohibitive computational effort for realistic cases (first-principles) or
suffer a lack of physical accuracy and detail in their predictions (semiempirical calculations). These
limitations are clearly apparent when applying these techniques to alloys, therefore restricting their
usefulness for theoretical alloy design. Current needs in materials development require theoretical
support able to provide, with computational simplicity and physical consistency, information on new
materials ranging from basic knowledge of their defect structure to a complete description of their
mechanical properties and processing.
Among the semiempirical methods currently available, the BFS method for alloys [3] distin-
guishes itself in that it does not have any a priori limitation on the number and type of elements
and their alloys to which it can be applied. However, this necessary flexibility which allows its
implementation to a wide variety of systems, is based on the somewhat restrictive assumption that
each alloy constituent exists in the alloy phase under study. For example, the _-NiA1 alloy is taken
as an alloy of bcc-nickel and aluminum, although Ni and A1 are fcc elements and therefore no ex-
perimental data is available for the bcc phases of these elements. There is a relatively small number
of situations where the alloy and its constituents exist in the same phase (for example, the fcc based
2CuAu ordered alloy).Inorderto freethe BFS method from thisrestriction,which would obviously
limititsusefulnessto thosecaseswhere experimentalinformationisavailable,we have replacedthe
experimentalinputto the method by pureelement parametersdetermined by first-principlesLinear
Muffin-Tin Orbitals(LMTO) method calculations.Moreover, greaterconsistencyisachieved by
alsousing the correspondingLMTO resultsforthe alloyunder study: the BFS parameters (AAB,
ABA) [3]forthe AB alloyare analiticallydeterminedso as to reproducethecorrespondingLMTO-
determined heatofformationand latticeparameter.By doing so we alsoavoidthe potentialproblem
ofinconsistencyand ambiguityin data obtainedfrom differentexperimentaltechniques.
While these BFS parameters might not necessarilybe transferableto other portionsof the
phase diagram (i.e. to a differentphase,even ifitisbased on the sarnestructure),they should
necessarilybe a suitablechoiceforanalyzingthe vicinityofthe phase under consideration,making
thisapproach particularlyusefulfor studying the defectstructureof such alloysforthe range of
compositionsfor which thatphase exists.Moreover,followingthisgeneralizedversionof the BFS
method, itisparticularlyeasy to includethe effectofadditionsofany number ofimpurity elements
on the basicpropertiesof the alloy.A more detailedpresentationof the theoreticalprocedureand
applicationsto ternarysystems willbe the subjectof a forthcomingpublication.In thiswork, we
concentrateon the implementationof thisscheme to an alternativeway of performing atomistic
simulations,as willbe describedbelow,and apply thisprocedureto the relevantexample of the
defectstructureof B2 NiAI. The computationalefficiencyofthe BFS method and itssimpleformu-
lationbased on the concepts of BFS strainand chemicalenergies[3],allowfor an alternativeway
ofperforming atomisticsimulationsbased on surveyinga largenumber ofcandidateconfigurations.
This isparticularlyconvenientifthegoalistogainunderstandingnot onlyoftheground stateprop-
ertiesof thesystem but knowledge on metastablestates,thusgivingus insighton the trendsfound
experimentally.Insteadofsearchingforan absoluteenergyminimum for a given concentration,we
constructa largenumber of candidateconfigurationsto obtaininformationon the energeticsofthe
system closeto the equilibriumstate.These configurationsare,to a certainextent,arbitrary,and
do not necessarilycorrespond to the equilibriumstatefor a given composition. While most are
experimentallyunaccessible,they servethe purpose of determiningtrendsin the bulk properties
of the actualalloys.Ifthe set of configurationsampled issufficientlyargeand the structures
are chosen respectingthe symmetries underlyingthe studiedphase_one would expect to findthe
equilibriumstateor statessufficientlycloseto itforeach composition.This approach isnot meant
to substitutelargescaleMonte-Carlo simulationswhich would providethe fulldescriptionof the
compositionand temperaturedependence ofthe ground state.On thecontrary,itcould be taken as
a supplementary setofcalculationswhich could enhance the somehow limitedinformationprovided
by Monte-Carlo simulations.This sampling algorithmfollowsinspiritthecomprehensive searches
of ground statesmethod [4].The idealthermodynamical equilibriumstatetheoreticallydetermined
israrelyachievablein the laboratoryinthe processofmaking the actualalloy.Knowledge of other
low-lyingstates(i.e. statesclosein energyto the equilibriumstate),combined with the resultsof
Monte-Carlo simulationscan only enhance our understandingofthe basicfeaturesand behaviorof
the actualalloy.
The parameters forthe BFS method are obtainedfrom resultsof first-principles,all-electron,
density-functionalbased calculationsofthe elementalconstituentsand ordered binarycompounds
oftheseelements.The particularimplementationused inthiswork istheLinearMuffin-TinOrbitals
method [1]intheAtomic SphereApproximation.As mentioned above,inorderto provideparameters
to the BFS method, we need to calculatethe equilibriumpropertiesof the elementalsolidfor the
same symmetry ofthecompound tobe studied.Thus, forthiscasewe have calculatedbccAI and bcc
Ni, as wellas B2 ordered NiAl. Calculationswere done fordifferentvaluesof the latticeconstant,
and totalenergieswere then fittedto the universalequationof stateof Rose et a/.[5].The LMTO
method usesa minimal basisset,accordinglywe haveused onlys,p and dorbitalsinthecalculation.
All calculationswere done with equivalentsampling of the Brillouinzone using,forthe bcclattice,
ao(Tt) Ec (ev/atom)
Al(bcc) 3.192 3.945
Ni(bcc) 2.752 5.869
B0 (GPa) E, (eV/atom)
77.3 1.8
249.2 3.0
Table 1: LMTO parameters for pure bcc AI and Ni
120 k- points in the irreducible wedge. Apart for the parameters describing the equation of state of
the element, the parameterization of the BFS approach requires the formation energy of a vacancy.
We have also calculated this quantity with the LMTO method using a supercell approach. Studies
of the convergence of this property as a function of the supercell size showed that, for the required
precision in the calculation (q-0.1 eV/atom) and within practical computational limits, a supercell
of 8 atoms is necessary. As BFS is parameterized without considering the relaxation caused by the
formation of a vacancy, no relaxation is allowed in the LMTO calculations.
As mentioned above, the consistent parameterization of the BFS method requires also the
calculation of the formation energy and lattice constant of an ordered binary compound. We have
chosen the bcc based B2 structure. This calculation for the compound is equivalent in the basis set
and sampling of the Brillouin zone used for the elements.
The results from the LMTO calculation used in the parameterization of the BFS method for
the present work are shown in Table 1. The equilibrium lattice parameter determined for 3-NiAl
is aLMTO -- 2.85 ,/_, and the formation energy of the ground state B2 structure is 5h = -0.6092
eV/atom. The BFS parameters thus obtained are AAUvl ----0.0840/_ -1 and A/viAl = --0.0581 _-1.
The BFS method is ba_ed on the idea that the energy of formation of an alloy is the superposition
of individual contributions ei of non-equivalent atoms in the alloy [3]:
= + -  V0). (1)
ei has two components: a strain energy es, computed with equivalent crystal theory (ECT) [6], that
accounts for the actual geometrical distribution of the atoms surrounding atom i, computed as if
all its neighbors were of the same atomic species, and a chemical energy e c - eco , which takes into
account the fact that some of the neighbors of atom i may be of a different chemical species. For
ec we interpret the chemical composition as a defect of an otherwise pure crystal. We represent
this defect by 'perturbing' the electronic density in the overlap region between dissimilar atoms and
locating them at equilibrium lattice sites of atom i. The ideas of ECT [6] are used to develop a
procedure for the evaluation of the energy associated with this 'defect'. To free the chemical energy
of structural defect energy which should only be included in the strain energy, we reference e,.C to a
similar contribution where no such perturbation is included (e/c0). The coupling function gl, which
--Q.$
ensures the correct asymptotic behavior of the chemical energy, is defined as gi = e ,, where a s is
a solution of E/s = -E L [1 - (1 + a_)exp(-aSi)] (see ref. [5]), and where E L is the cohesive energy
for atom i. In the context of BFS, the terms 'strain' and 'chemical' represent quite different effects
than the usually assigned meanings. For a clear understanding of this paper, we direct the reader to
ref. 3 where a detailed description of the calculation of the strain and chemical energy contributions
is provided. Except for two parameters determined by fitting to experimental or theoretical alloy
properties, the method relies on pure element properties. The BFS parameters used in this work,
as well as the ECT parameters are listed in refs. 3 and 6, respectively. These parameters have been
previously used, with a great degree of success, in previous BFS applications to the Cu-Au system,
including surface segregation as well as multilayer surface relaxation studies.
The BFS calculation was done on a 72 atoms cell, allowing for isotropic lattice relaxation induced
by the presence of vacancies and substitutional atoms. A comparison of the modeled results with
experimental data is displayed in Fig. 1. The theoretical results, shown as a continuous line,
4consist of the calculated lattice parameter and density for the lowest energy configuration (within
the configuration set used in this simulation) for each composition. There is good agreement with
experiment, particularly for Ni-rich alloys. The lowest energy states correspond to antisite point
defects (Ni atoms occupy sites in the AI sublattice) for Ni-rich alloys and vacant Ni sites for AI-
rich alloys. The departure from the experimental behavior, more noticeable in the Al-rich side
of stoichiometry, could be partially due to the absence of computed local relaxations due to the
presence of vacaacies.
The availability of information regarding configurations close to the lowest energy state for
each composition indicates that the defect structure could be richer than what was described above:
very close in energy to the minimum energy states, one finds configurations that include vacancies
both in the Ni and AI sublattice. For example, within the family of configurations composed of
Al-vacancies plus Ni-vacancies, the values (hexagons in Fig. 2) with lattice parameters closest
to those of the lowest energy states (solid triangles) consisted of locally ordered arrangements of
vacancies (i.e. an A1 vacancy shared by two Ni-vacancies at the nearest-neighbor distance) while
those points further away consisted of more random distributions. This feature is independent
of composition. Energetically, marked differences exist between different types of point defects,
regardless of their relative location: A1 antisite atoms, for example, not only increase the lattice
parameter with increasing AI content but also introduce a noticeable energy difference with respect to
alternative states characterized by combinations of Ni and AI vacancies. A more detailed discussion
of the simulation can be found in Ref. 8.
The present paper shows the feasibility of this combined first-principles plus semi-empirical
approach for the study of the role of complex defects in the stability of metallic alloys. Results for the
system studied showed very good agreement with experimental information, essentially confirming
the previously suggested explanation for the contraction of the equilibrium lattice constant of B2
NiA1 off-stoichiometry alloys, but indicating also a more complex arrangement of defects. This
method allows the study of complex systems which are unaccesible to first-principles calculations
such as defects in ternary systems and defects in binary and ternary surfaces.
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